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The global pandemic highlighted the need for corporate digital
transformation: companies on the journey at the start of the
pandemic were better equipped to support business continuity and
remote work than those that have not started an IT modernization
journey. Digital transformation often starts with easier-to-move
applications and services, like email or productivity software.
However, core business platforms must be addressed to experience
the full transformation benefits. But moving a key software suite
like SAP requires more planning than just swiping a credit card to
acquire some cloud compute resources and storage. SAP migration
requires an understanding of the complete business IT environment,
the data that supports SAP applications and the IT foundation that
enables operability between the two.

This Executive Summary was derived from a recent webinar with hosts:
 DAVID STUMP
Director of SAP Global Pathways
NetApp
 SCOTT MCCULLOUGH
SAP Solutions Architect
NetApp
 KARYN PRICE
Senior Industry Analyst
Frost & Sullivan
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Why SAP Should Move to the Cloud
In the past, such a migration likely entailed a move to a public cloud environment—one in which
the business had little purview over the infrastructure tuning or security and thus had little ability
to impact the performance, security, or compliance of the application and associated data. But in
today’s hybrid IT environments, the business can choose to have greater oversight responsibility
for their infrastructure, enabling the IT team to ensure that critical thresholds for performance and
security are met. In particular, SAP workloads are moving to this type of hybrid cloud environment
to gain greater agility and access to advanced services like analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), and
machine learning (ML). Moving SAP to a cloud can also provide streamlined business operations,
better security and compliance, as well as enhanced application performance.

Driving to cloud-ready S/4 HANA

SAP S/4HANA
enables improved business
processes and streamlined operations—
a key strategic imperative for many
businesses in the next 12-24 months.

SAP
S/4HANA
MIGRATIONS
ENABLE

Modernization
of key
applications

Simpliﬁed business
operations using
embedded analytics
and automation

Optimization of
infrastructure
resources

Integration of new
services like analytics,
AI, or mobility into
applications

Improvement of application
performance using modern code and
automated updates and patching
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Change to critical
business systems can create
fear. Communicating business
beneﬁts can help generate support and
prove the value of the migration.

Better security and compliance
capabilities through automated,
consistent governance
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Challenges of Deploying SAP
in a Hybrid Environment
Today’s hybrid IT environments come with greater integration struggles, in part because of the
potential decoupling of data from the application it supports. Doing so offers benefits of housing
the SAP application in one cloud, possibly centralized but accessible by many users; data is
housed in a different environment, perhaps with different security and compliance requirements,
or placed closer to user locations or clouds where data processing services are located. While
offering business benefits of reduced cost and greater agility, ensuring the smooth migration and
interoperability of two sets of infrastructures can be difficult.

Common challenges include the “gravity” of data and moving
large amounts of information without business disruption;
the security and compliance issues arising from protecting
sensitive, personal data throughout a migration; and when
data moves between sources as it is queried by applications.
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Leveraging a Modern Data Fabric
Eases Migration Woes
Many businesses are finding that using a modern data fabric helps ease both migration and
integration woes. A data fabric is an architecture plus an integrated set of services that offer
consistent functionality across multiple endpoints and infrastructures spanning both on-premises
data centers and different cloud environments. This type of data platform—or fabric—offers the
business simplified data movement and management, even in a hybrid environment. It allows a
company to leverage data across multiple infrastructures and use advanced services like analytics,
ML, AI, or IoT that have been pre-integrated for easy use within the platform. Data fabrics
also typically integrate security and compliance governance to provide cohesive movement,
management, and analysis of pooled data, all from a single platform.

The Right Data Fabric Gives the Business:
Choice

Lower Total
Cost of
Ownership

Improved App
Performance
and Uptime

Data
Protection

FEWER THAN HALF OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS FELT THEIR DATA MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

…were able to migrate
data from any source
to any target

…did an excellent job of
protecting data on
multiple endpoints
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…were effective at increasing
business agility and delivering
products and services faster
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Partnering with a Trusted Provider
to Gain the Best Results
Integrating a data fabric into a hybrid IT environment can be challenging, and with the sensitive
data that SAP generates, it’s imperative to make this switch in a way that protects and ensures
the integrity of the data being migrated. As a result, many enterprises choose a trusted partner to
help with the journey.
When businesses choose a data fabric provider, they need a trusted partner with an integrated
data fabric and the experience of past successful migrations. A strong partnership and tight
linkage with SAP will help ensure the success of the business’s move to the cloud. NetApp—an
SAP partner with a robust data fabric—helps customers speed their data fabric deployment,
lower the total cost of ownership, reduce the risk of challenges associated with data migrations,
and scale the data fabric deployment up or down as necessary to get the best possible experience
in the cloud with the right price point for the business.

What Businesses Seek in a Data Fabric Provider
Consider the various options based on the following attributes:

STRONG
PARTNERSHIP
WITH SAP
Vendors with a long
history with SAP
will have earlier
access to new
enhancements, tools,
and features and
will be able to bring
those to the business
faster than their
competitors.

CLOUD
CONNECTIVITY

UNIFIED
ARCHITECTURE

To enable a truly
hybrid experience,
businesses need a
data platform
provider that delivers
seamless, secure data
movement across
any environment.
The cloud provides
unique capabilities
that enable developing,
testing, training, and
deploying SAP
workloads faster.

Vendors that bring
infrastructure together
with the best tools and
services are in the best
position to provide
management tools,
advanced services,
and infrastructure
in a single, uniﬁed
platform that can be
easily managed by
fewer resources—
which keeps costs
in line as well.
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FLEXIBLE

EXPERTISE

Choose a platform
that can run on any
cloud or infrastructure
and can move data
quickly and easily
when business needs
dictate, without
sacriﬁcing availability,
security, or
compliance.

The chosen partner
should have a team of
SAP experts on hand
to ensure a smooth
transition to S/4HANA,
as well as a strong
core of talent with
knowledge of the
next-generation
technologies.
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Real-world SAP Migration Results:
Coke One North America (CONA)
Coke One North America is a NetApp customer that has deployed a data fabric with excellent
results. NetApp helped the company achieve performance, reliability, data management, and scale
required for its hybrid SAP environment, with significant cost savings annually.

f Azure NetApp Files (ANF)
was the only solution
that could deliver the
performance, reliability,
data management, and
scale required

f ANF improved
the efficiency,
flexibility, and
deployment of
SAP systems on
Azure vHANA

f Earmarked to
achieve 38%
TCO savings
over legacy
environment

f More than
$1 Million
Overall Cost
Savings per
year

“NetApp partnered
with us in strategy and
timeline. We did not
feel like this was a
vendor-customer
relationship. We view
the Azure NetApp Files
team as a strategic
business partner.”
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Measuring the Success of Your Migration
Enterprise customers can experience similar results with their SAP data fabric deployments.
NetApp experts offer several criteria to measure the success of a deployment, including
simplification of the environment. Cost reductions are another indicator of a successful deployment.

Success Indicators
Simplification

Overall Cost Reduction

f Reducing clustering, complexity,

Deliver Labor

management, and legacy licensing costs

f Eliminating multiple legacy IaaS

IaaS Resources

2X savings
2X higher

Operational Costs 3X savings

offerings with native PaaS

DR

(return margin)

30% savings

f One-click instantaneous resizing for
on-demand adjustment of capacity
and throughput

f Flexibility to handle ever changing

13%
SAVINGS

22%
SAVINGS

Without DR

With DR

business requirements, up or down

f Minimizing tool sprawl

The Last Word
Migrating legacy SAP Business Suite to SAP S/4HANA will enable enterprises to be more
agile, efficient, and cost-productive. However, the migration must be performed with careful
consideration as part of a strategic cloud initiative. As businesses make this critical transition,
ensuring that data is available across a hybrid environment is essential to success. Data must
be moved without incident and formatted to make it highly accessible across a variety of
infrastructures—regardless of where the application is querying. If data migration fails, the
disruption to the business can be devastating.
Organizations need a full suite of tools and services to modernize their applications and ensure
they can provide the kind of functionality the business expects. Most importantly, they require a
data fabric that is flexible and functional, and an expert partner to run it. By choosing a unified
data fabric, business leaders can rest assured their data will be accessible, safe, and available—
wherever and whenever the business needs it—while gaining the benefits of a simplified
environment and, often, significant cost savings.
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Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary
innovation that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s
market participants. For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global 1000,
emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment community. Is your organization prepared for the next
profound wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing competitive intensity, Mega Trends,
breakthrough best practices, changing customer dynamics and emerging economies?
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